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Special Guest:  
Dr. Dave McRuer, Director of Veterinary Services 
 

 

      Thursday, February 9, 2017 

 

10:59 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

 

10:59  Comment From Melinda in NC   

I am here 
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10:59  Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

Almost time for Dr. Dave! 
  

10:59  Comment From Melinda in NC   

Hi AA! 
  

10:59  Comment From dj   

here 
  

10:59 

 
Comment From Special K   

Thanks to Critter Nation for sponsoring the critter cam too. Thanks to Dr. Dave too for his tireless work saving our 

wildlife. 
  

10:59 

 
Comment From Special K   

Thanks to Martha for sponsoring the critter cam today. I'm sorry for your fur babies passing, but sponsoring the critter 

cam is a great way to have them remembered. 
  

11:00  Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   

Hi AA, all ready! 
  

11:00  Comment From Cathy in Nevada   

I'm here! 
  

11:00  Comment From Brenda from Virginia   

Hi, Amanda! Love that you've kept the eel avatar. 
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11:00  Comment From BarbG   

Ready to "see" Dr Dave and say goodby 
  

11:00 

 Comment From Izzy/Carrie   

Hi Amanda :) I actually found a "pause" in my crazy busy life and made it here yay! 

  

11:01  Comment From Carol in Colorado   

Hi Dr. Dave. Wishing you all the best in your future endeavors. 
  

11:01 

 

Dr. Dave:  

Hi everyone. Well .... what a time we've had! The past few months have been a whirlwind and its hard to 

believe that tomorrow will be my last day at the WCV.  

 
 

11:03  Comment From dj   

I can't believe it either! 
  

11:03 

 Comment From Melinda in NC   

Thank you Dr. Dave for all the knowledge you have provided us over the years. We will miss you! 

  

11:03  Comment From Roberta   

Dave: Sorry to see you go. I will miss you! 
  

11:03  Comment From BarbG   

We are happy for you and sad for us 
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11:03  Comment From David in VA   

Hi Dr Dave. We don't want to believe it either. 
  

11:03  Comment From Seahawk Nadine-U.P.,WA   

Great picture of Dr Dave checking out the xray. 
  

11:03 

 Comment From Texas Gal   

Hi Dr. Dave! Good luck in Canada. Thanks for all you have done for the wildlife center! 
  

11:03  Comment From Jersey Shore Amy   

Taking a break from shoveling. Hi Dr. Dave - you will be missed, but very happy for you and your family. 
  

11:04 

 
Comment From Diane in Waterloo, ON   

Good morning Dr. Dave and CN. Let me be the first to welcome back home to Canada. Would love to be 

able to keep in touch with you once you return. 
  

11:04  Comment From Cathy in Nevada   

We all wish you the best and know you are leaving WCV in good hands. 
  

11:04  Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

Well, I will not say good bye. I will say till we meet again ;-) 
  

11:04  Comment From Izzy/Carrie   

Seems so impossible that wcv will be without you Dr. Dave 
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11:04 

 
Comment From PaulaR   

I can't believe it either, Dr Dave! You're the only vet director I've know in the many years I've been associated 

with WCV,,,so sorry to see you go, but very happy for you and your family. 
  

11:05 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Question from Dawn: What was you most favorite patient to release back into the wild? 

 

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

There have been so many! Some of the highlights have been the recent Golden Eagle in SW Virgina, the loons 

I've got to release on Lake Sherando (love me some loons), and I ALWAYS love releases where the rescue 

family is available and the release turns int o a neighborhood event. Always look for education opportunities! 

 

11:07  Comment From dj   

oh yes...the loons! 
  

11:07  Comment From Melinda in NC   

I was at the Golden Eagle release! My first! It was awe inspiring!! 
  

11:07  Comment From PaulaR   

soon you'll be able to carry loons around in your pocket :) 
  

11:07  Comment From Guest   

and the Rock Stars 
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11:07  Comment From Carol in Colorado   

So many wonderful memories. 
  

11:08 

 Comment From CarolinaGirl❤🐻   

Made it just in time! Hi Dr. Dave! Wishing you all the best in your new adventures! You will be missed! 

  

11:08 
 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   

Dr. Dave, what is your new mission and how will you accomplish that --given all you have learned and done over 

the many years at WCV? 
  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

Well, I'm moving to Prince Edward Island, Canada to become one of their wildlife biologists. As such, I won't have 

many veterinary responsibilities however I hope to form a relationship with the nearby Atlantic Veterinary College. 

My job will be diverse - field work, policy writing, talking with the public about injured wildlife and wildlife/human 

conflict. But just like at the WCV .... you never know what you'll have to do on any given day. 

 

11:09  Comment From Seahawk Nadine-U.P.,WA   

Dr Dave will you be anywhere close to Dr Miranda where you are heading? 
  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

I'll be a close 43 hour drive away from Dr. Miranda so no ... sadly not too close 

 

11:10  Comment From Marty & Mike RVA   

Thanks especially for the bear care! Wishing you and your family the best! 
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11:10 

 
Comment From David in VA   

I was glad I got to meet you at the Berkeley Plantation double eagle release. I do wish you well on your new adventure, 

you will be sorely missed. 
  

11:10  Comment From Carol in Colorado   

Sounds like you'll have many opportunities to educate people. 
  

11:10 

 
Comment From Jakermo   

Dr Dave, we will miss you so much!! What will your main duties be at your new position, and who will 

dremmel Buddy when you leave? 

  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

Well, Buddy will be in the EXPERT care of Drs Peach and Ernesto. They've been trained to work on Buddy 

and he'll have fantastic health coverage ... even by Canadian standards :) 

 

 

11:10  Comment From Roberta   

Of course, I will always have you nearby... albeit in cardboard format! 
  

11:10 

 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   

Great people will continue to work wherever they are, and give help to the ones who need it, and you are awesome in 

all that you have accomplished! Thank you Dr.Dave!!! 
  

11:11  Comment From cwerb   

Good luck to you, Dr. Dave! We're in denial. You'll be so missed. 
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11:11 

 

Comment From St Pete Jane   

Dr. Dave, I know you will miss your dear friends at WCV, past and present. I do admire you for all you've done, but 

understand the pull to go home and be with family and friends there as well. Wishing you all the best and please keep in 

touch. 
  

11:11  Comment From linda vb va   

good luck Dr Dave Thanks for all you have done for the WCV we'll miss you 
  

11:12 

 

Comment From Izzy/Carrie   

Please post this for Dr. Dave: Dr. Dave you were one of the first people at WCV aside from Ed or Amanda that I really 

got to know! You were the answer to many questions that came up when the rockstars first arrived, and even helped me 

with some science and biology on more than one occasion while I was still in university. Subjects I admit I was.. less than 

stellar at eh! As time passed I came to know you as the bear saver, the vulture feeder, the eagle releaser and an all around 

veterinary superhero. So today I will not say good-bye or farewell, but rather welcome home eh, Canada needs a 

superhero for wildlife and I'm so glad it's you! Here's to a future with many a poutine and an adirondack chair under the 

stars :) 

  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

Such kind words :) And I'll cheers back to you with a round of curling and a piping hot beaver tail! 

 

11:12  Comment From ROK in Cville   

Thank you, Dr. Dave. Will miss you. 
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11:12 

 
Comment From BarbB in nj   

Just in from shoveling in time to catch Dr Dave. Best of luck to you and your family as you return to canada.When you 

began at WCV there was no CN, so youo are the only director we have known. You will be missed. definitely be missed 

  

11:13  Comment From Seahawk Nadine-U.P.,WA   

I bet you are amazed how fast WCV has grown especially after the Rock Stars came and grew up at WCV before release. 
  

11:13 

 

Comment From Special K   

Hi, Dr. Dave. I'm so sorry that WCV is losing you. You've been there ever since I got to know WCV. Thank you for 

helping all the critters and for visiting with us on occasion. We've learned a lot from you in the past few years. Best of 

luck in your new endeavor and let us hear from you once in a while. 

  

11:13  Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

We were going to send you to the Olympics for the rat lobbing competition 
  

11:13 

 

Comment From Lois   

QUESTION FOR DR. DAVE'S DISCUSSION: Hi Dr. Dave. I guess you already know how much you will be missed 

but want to send the best of luck in your new adventure. My question is do you still have your hawk and will you 

continue with the falconry? I will never forget that Gala gift I won and it was such a great day. Take care and enjoy 

being back home. 
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Dr. Dave:  

Ahhh falconry. I still have my red-tailed hawk (Belle) here in Virginia however I will not be able to take her to Canada do 

to CITES regulations. I will be transferring her to fellow falconers who will continue to give her hunting opportunities and 

look after her every desire until she is released back into the wild. 

 

11:14  Comment From Dave in Missouri   

Dr Dave, you are one of the bestest for sure. God bless and take good care! 
  

11:14 

 
Comment From Seahawk Nadine-U.P.,WA   

Thank you Dr Dave for your knowledge that you have spread to staff and all of CN over the years. I will miss you 

and hope you enjoy being back in your homeland near your family. Best of luck with your new job. 

  

11:15 
 
Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

Well Dr. Dave, we hope to see your writing and teaching and publications form your field work. As WCV 

says...teaching the world... 
  

11:16 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Question from Dawn: What has the most difficult patient in the terms of medical issues did you treat? 
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Dr. Dave:  

The most difficult patient ....... hmmmmmm ..... 

 

Well Buddy's beak surgery was certainly a tricky one. Early on (2006 or 2007) we admitted a large black bear with a 

fractured femur. We didn't have the equipment at WCV to repair the bone so at 6:30am, Dr. Pete Black (former intern and 

now head vet at Busch Gardens Fl) and I immobilized the bear, put it in the back of a pick-up, and hauled it to Waynesboro 

Animal Hospital where the head vet stack pinned the femur - old-school style. The repair worked beautifully and the bear 

was eventually released. Such fun but the logistics of driving a bear down the street were a bit daunting! 

 

11:17 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Oooh, I remember that! 

 

11:17 

 Comment From Cathy   

Thank you Dr. Dave for your knowledge and expertise. The past and present wildlife at WCV thank you also. 

  

11:18  Comment From :Lynne - TheMaritimes.CA   

Will you see lots of patients in your 'new' job? 
  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

No new patients as I'll be working as a wildlife biologist however, I have rehab colleagues in Nova Scotia and New 

Brunswick that have already asked if I can "come and play" and I'm sure I'll get to see patients at the nearby veterinary 

college. In my new job ... I' might actually get to go and catch some of the injured animals! 
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11:20  Comment From Susan from NJ   

What type wildlife will you encounter on PEI that you don't see in Virginia? 
  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

Great question! Prince Edward Island (PEI) does not have bear or deer. In fact, the largest terrestrial mammal on 

record is the beaver! I may get to work with seals and perhaps assist with a whale necrospy or two. That would be tons 

of fun. Lots of northern breeding warblers and ducks ducks and more ducks. 

 

11:21 
 
Comment From :Lynne - TheMaritimes.CA   

Are you familiar with MacPhail Woods Home, which works to encourage native critters, both those that take root 

and those who move around? Gary Sche 
  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

I spent MANY hours hiking around MacPhail Woods when I was a vet student on the Island. My niece has also been to 

their summer camps and their program seems amazing. Can't wait to go back. 

 

11:23 
 
Comment From Mrs. Matheson   

I'm just sneaking on quickly to thank Dr. Dave for all he's done, especially for inspiring my students (like the future 

Dr. Emily). Sunrise Elementary students wish him and his family all the best! 
  

11:23 

 
Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

I hope you will have a STAC (Super Talon Animal Catcher) in Canada! LOL one of my fav and funny vids when you 

were practicing that for a Canada goose capture. Seems fitting 
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11:23  Comment From PaulaR   

Is it true that there aren't any large (wild) mammals on PEI? no moose, bears, deer, or mountain lions?? 
  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

Right-O. Most were extirpated in the 1800's. The occasional deer makes it across the pack ice in the winter and that's also 

how coyotes arrived on the Island. There is a very robust population of red foxes and I was recently told that they found 

their first bat hibernaculum. 

 

11:24 
 
Comment From Diane in Waterloo, ON   

Dr. Dave. You said not too much veterinary work,however when they learn how competent you are and diversified in 

the work that you have done and seen done at WCV, you may be recruited to help out in surgery. 
  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

That would be fun and I'd look forward to the opportunities. I will be looking for opportunities to work with students 

as that has been a real highlight during my time at WCV. 

 

11:24 
 
Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

LOL! I was just talking to Carrie yesterday about Poutine! I loved that stuff when I tried it in Canada. I found a 

creamery near us that sells authentic cheese curds, so I am going to try to make it! Will remind me of Canada 
  

11:25  Comment From Jakermo   

Which ambassador are you going to miss the most? 
  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

SOOOOOO MANNNNY!! I do have a special spot in my heart for Jazz. She arrived at WCV not long after me and I 

always enjoy our engaged talks and head scratches :) 
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11:27 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

 

11:27  Comment From CarolinaGirl❤🐻   

Yeah.....Jaz likes the men! 
  

11:27  Comment From Melinda in NC   

Jazz is very personable :) 
  

11:27  Comment From Dave in Missouri   

Cool! 
  

11:27 

 

Comment From katiesmom   

Hi Dr. Dave. Hopefully you got to save some of the Nanaimo bars from lunch the other day. Thanks for everything that 

tou have done at the WCV whether training atudents, educating CN, caring for the critters or being part of the plans to 

repair, or build new structures for the critters. 
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11:27 

 Comment From Dave in Missouri   

Lol on driving the bear down the street Dr Dave, sounds pretty exciting! That was an awesome repair! 

  

11:29 
 
Comment From Brenda from Virginia   

Of all the critical patients you treated at the WCV, which one surprised you the most when he/she survived and was 

eventually released? 
  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

Easy question. Many years ago we had a barred owl that, according to my eye exam, was non-releasable. The retina's 

looked terrible and there was obvious history of head trauma. We had a student from Brazil here at the time and she 

wanted to see what the bird would do in a flight pen. So we tried.... and the bird did well. For the next 2 months, the 

student hung foam noodles from the ceiling, in a different pattern every day, at a distance that mimiced trees in 

barred owl habitat. Over two months of running mazes, the owl never hit a single one. The bird blasted through 

mouse school and we made the decision to release because the owl laughed at every test we attempted. Sometimes its 

good to be wrong! 

 

11:30 
 
Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

Oh, I am so sorry you cannot take Belle. I know she will have a good life with your fellow falconers. Will you plan 

to have a falconry bird in Canada at some point? 
  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

That is my hope. Falconry rules are different in Canada ... birds cannot be wild trapped but only purchased through a 

breeder. Luckily there are many breeders across the country. It may take me a year or two but I'll be back at it! 
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11:30  Comment From PaulaR   

great story about the Barred Owl, Dr Dave! 
  

11:31  Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

Trick question: who has been your favorite person at WCV? 
  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

Trick answer ... Elvis the lamp 

 

11:31 

 Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

I imagine the veterinary college will eventually want you to teach there..even part time. Are you open to that? 

  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

I sure am if my other duties allow. 

 

11:32 
 Comment From PaulaR   

haha we could arrange to have the lamp shipped to you after next year's gala... 
  

11:32  Comment From Dave in Missouri   

Lol! 
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11:32 

 

Comment From Izzy/Carrie   

I used to believe that all superheroes wore capes and leaped from buildings tall. But in knowing Dr. Dave I've learned 

that heroes are people that are in our lives each day after all. They are the ones who rise late at night while others are in 

bed, so that they can tend to the critical needs of others instead. They are the ones who go the extra mile for those 

within their care, who return to see how fostering has gone, and if help is needed there. They are the ones who answer 

questions no matter how strange or unique. The ones who continue to learn and grow for they never know what may 

come up next week. They are the ones who make special friends and interesting ties to creatures great and small, 

proving that all animals have a personality if we can help them break down their wall. They are the ones who know that 

sometimes lives cannot be saved and yet, they know even in death there is much to be learned by each and every vet. 

They are the ones training the next generation, while striving to understand the fascination of the ever growing critter 

nation. Perhaps most important they are the ones that leave the greatest impression in your heart, so you can remember 

how you met them and replay the memories from the start. So today Dr. Dave I do believe you are superhero strong and 

true. For while you may not leap tall enclosures in a single bound, the world is forever changed because of you. 

  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

So sweet. Thank you :) 

 

11:32  Comment From Melinda in NC   

LOL 
  

11:32  Comment From Izzy/Carrie   

LOL oh no not the lamp! 
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11:32 
 Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

Ha ha...Elvis the lamp. Good answer! I thought sure AA would bust in at that question and say it was her 
  

11:34  Comment From Melinda in NC   

My LOL was for the lamp, not the poem :) 
  

11:34 
 Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

Good idea Paula R--we can bid on Elvis and send it to Dr. Dave for a year. ha ha ha 
  

11:34 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

I'm liking that ... 

 

11:34 

 
Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   

Will your wife have a place to go to do the horse work that she loves? Both of you are so talented, and she needs 

to continue her work as well... 
  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

My wife will be the new equine ambulatory clinician/professor at the Atlantic Veterinary Collage. She's really 

looking forward to it. She'll continue to ride her own horse even though Canadian winters might think otherwise. 

We certainly have LOVED the climate in Virginia and will miss that a lot. That said, I'm looking forward x-country 

skiing and snow-shoeing again! 

 

11:35  Comment From Special K   

Have you never had to catch an injured critter while at WCV? 
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Dr. Dave:  

Oh ... LOTS! 

 

11:36 

 Comment From Diane in Waterloo, ON   

Dr. Dave. Is there a wildlife centre in P.E.I or is the closest in Nova Scotia? 

  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

At the moment, wildlife rehabilitation is not allowed in PEI. I know, I know. That 

said, if the interest is there, I'll be in a position to help make appropriate rules. Stay 

tuned! 
 

11:36 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
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11:36 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Oops, that was for the catching conversation .:) 

 

11:36  Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

Awwww Carrie! That is great writing to Dr. Dave. 
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11:36 

 
Comment From Brenda from Virginia   

Well said, Carrie! We all salute our super hero, Dr. Dave. All the best to you and your family, Dr. Dave. You will be 

greatly missed, but we are happy for having known you. 
  

11:36  Comment From David in VA   

I hope your days at your new job aren't so busy that you might be able to stop in here and visit. 
  

11:36  Comment From Special K   

What a wonderful story on the barred owl! That would be so satisfying. 
  

11:37 

 Comment From Susan from NJ   

Who are you going to miss the most at WCV? (I think you need to answer either Amanda or Congowings!) 

  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

Either Amanda or Congowings :) 

 

11:37 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Well technically Congo isn't AT the Wildlife Center, so ... 

 

11:37 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

I think the answer is clear. 
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11:37 

 

Congowings:  

Has to Congowings . . . 

 

11:37 

 Comment From dj   

Beautiful country up there...so happy for you and your family. You will come back for visits, right?! 

  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

Here's hoping if they'll have me. Seriously though, I'll be floating around the chat now and then and will give 

updates on what's happening in the Great White North. 

 

11:38  Comment From Carol in Colorado   

Lol Amanda. 
  

11:38  Comment From Melinda in NC   

HEHE 
  

11:38 

 
Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

So glad to hear Martha has a equine position. That sounds wonderful. And I know your son will love growing up closer 

to grandparents, aunts and uncles. Even though selfishly, we wish you would stay in VA 

  

11:38 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Warning to all: Dr. Dave still has a pile of questions to answer, so I'm going to cut off new questions, 

since we can't keep Dr. Dave here all day! 
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11:38  Comment From Dave in Missouri   

Thanks Dr Dave, we will look forward to your reports! 
  

11:38  Comment From Jersey Shore Amy   

Love that you will be able to influence policy! 
  

11:39 
 Comment From cwerb   

We would love to get updates from you on the chat every now and then! Good thing we are fluent in Canadian. 
  

11:39 
 Comment From Diane in Waterloo, ON   

I think the Great White North is in New York and the eastern seaboard today. LOL 
  

11:40 

 

Congowings:  

Dr. Dave, I really can’t find words to say how much I will miss you. There are too many reasons why 

you are going to be missed. Whenever I think of you I always picture you with a smile on your face. It 

seemed to have some mischief behind it and you always seemed to wear it. I want to thank you for 

always taking the time to answer my questions. And I will take you up on your offer as to any future 

questions. You not only took the time, but many times spent quite a bit of time to reseach it and explain 

it to me so that I could understand. I wish you and your family the best as you begin this new chapter in 

your lives. I am really going to miss you. (By the way, did Amanda mention I wanted you to write a 

piece for me for a future project?) 
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Dr. Dave:  

Oh Congo. Let's just flip all this hero talk over in your direction. You have been an inspiration to so many people and the 

work you do is just incredible. I'll miss you A TON and I'll be sure to pass along my contact information (privately :) ) so 

we can stay in touch. I'm happy to help with future writing. Miss you hon. 

 

11:41 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

Hey, Congo wants to you to write a thing for a thing. 

 

11:41 

 

Congowings:  

Well darn . . . my eyes are leaking. 

 

11:41 

 Comment From Seahawk Nadine-U.P.,WA   

Do you have animals in your home that will have to make the transition with you to Canada? 

  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

1 horse, one dog, one cat, and a 2.5 year old! 

 

11:41 
 Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

LOL Amanda and Congo. I figured she was lurking. She would not missd her Super Hero being on the discussion 
  

11:41  Comment From Izzy/Carrie   

;) Are you sure we can't keep him Amanda? 
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11:42 
 Comment From Kendra   

Dr. Dave! Just popping in to say goodbye! Good luck with everything :) 
  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

Kendra!!! Boston is halfway to PEI so maybe I'll stop in with a 26 foot Uhaul for a pint! 

 

11:42 

 
Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

LOL AA--I loved the vid of the STAC practice and all of you in the background laughing. Can you post that one? And to 

Speical K--you must remember the GN capture? LOL that was the wildest animal Dr. Dave ever csught 

  

11:42 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 
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11:42 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV 

 

11:43 

 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV:  

(video later) 

 

11:44  Comment From Dave in Missouri   

Where is that GN anyway? 
  

11:44  Comment From Dave in Missouri   

Awe, Congowings, that was so sweet! 
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11:44 
 
Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

Now Dr. Dave and Congo have MY eyes leaking! Then AA makes me laugh about a thing for a thing. And I am going 

to do thing too. A thing your your thing Congo 
  

11:44  Comment From dj   

what kind of weather does that part of Canada experience? 
  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

Well , two years ago they got 549cm of snow during the winter (216 inches - or 18 feet). I'm REALLY hoping they 

don't get that amount this year!!! 

 

11:45 
 
Comment From PaulaR   

sigh...Dr Dave i'll miss your twinkling blue eyes and the keen intelligence and compassion behind them. Best wishes 

going forward! 
  

11:45 

 Comment From Seahawk Nadine-U.P.,WA   

How long have you been at WCV? Jaz is my favorite as well. She will miss all of your head rubs. 

  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

I started at the WCV as a resident in August 2006 - 10.5 years ago. My time flys 

 

11:46 
 
Comment From Special K   

Of course I remember THAT wild animal, Lydia. What fun we've had over the years with Dr. Dave. 

We'll certainly miss his personality. 
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11:46 

 
Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

I love that owl story Dr. Dave. I think some of that "owl maze" was on a vid, correct? Or have your tried that same 

test with other owls and that is what I am remembering? 

  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

We routinely now use the test with our owls. 

 

11:46 

 

Comment From T n T   

Dr. Dave, I just have to say a huge thank you for all you have done at/for WCV over all the years. Your knowledge, 

skill, professionalism, obvious love for all the critters and what you do has given us all confidence that even in the hard 

tasks, all will be well. We are so happy for you, but so sad for us. WCV and CN will miss you dearly, but send our best 

wishes to you in this new chapter of your life. Please stay in touch! 

  

11:46 
 Comment From Kendra   

i'm supposed to get 18 inches today... I cant even imagine 18 FEET! 
  

11:46 

 

Comment From Elaine VB VA   

Dr. Dave, as a fellow Loon lover I will certainly miss seeing you at the WCV. Did you know that the Loon is known as 

the oldest living bird from Ancient times, and because of that it is listed first in all North American bird guides? You 

chose it wisely because it is known to be a survivor. 
  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

Cool! I learned something new today! 
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11:47 

 Comment From PaulaR   

wow, rehab not permitted?! what's done with injured critters then?? 

  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

Some go to the Atlantic Veterinary College. Others ?? 

 

11:47 

 
Comment From St Pete Jane   

My eyes are leaking too and I never had the pleasure of meeting dear Dr. Dave in person. Safe travels and a happy 

life to you and your loved ones. 

  

11:47 

 
Comment From Amie in Colorado   

Dr Dave, we are very sorry to see you go but so excited for your new adventures. Thank you for all you have done 

for the critters and critter nation! 

  

11:48  Comment From Diane in Waterloo, ON   

Dr. Dave. You, Martha and Keith can come to my cottage in Ontario. We have 14 nesting pair of loons on our lake! 
  

11:49 

 Comment From dj   

If we keep Dr. Dave answering questions all day, he won't be able to leave....well, shoot...I let that secret out... 

  

11:50  Comment From Lona   

My very best wishes to you in your new job! No doubt you will be great at it! Safe travels 
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11:50 

 
Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

So glad to know you will stop by mod disc from time to time, and that Congo can still "pester" with her questions (I am 

only teasing Congo--I know you ask great questions, I think ) 

  

11:53  Comment From IllinoisObserver   

Don't post often, but wanted to wish Dr. Dave success in his new venture. Thanks for all you have done at WCV. 
  

11:54 

 

Dr. Dave:  

Well folks, so much to do, so little time! Critter Nations, Eagle Nation, shenanigans, Divas, non-affiliated 

wildlife lovers and WCV supporters .... I can't thank you enough for everything you've done to make my 

job easier over the years. Really ... you are incredible and I'm not sure how we ever managed to function 

before you were around. I will miss you all but I don't intend to remain a stranger. I'm good at lurking 

and like a gopher ... you never now when I'll pop up. Thank you for all the well wishes to me and my 

family. This has been a great trip down memory lane; working at one of the best organizations in the 

world. Thank you and so long for now ... eh! 

 

11:55 

 

Congowings:  

I wish we still had emoticons on Cover It Live. I could use one right now. Thank you again Dr. 

Dave!!!   Good luck! 

 

11:55  Comment From Lona   

Fair Winds and Following Seas, Dr. Dave 
  

  

 

Dr. Dave:  

Thanks Lona ... for everything! 
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11:55  Comment From Carol in Colorado   

Safe travels Dr Dave. You are one in a million. 
  

11:55 

 Comment From Melinda in NC   

Thanks for chatting with us, Dr. Dave. Good luck with the new job! 

  

11:55  Comment From ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ dancelady ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   

We LOVE you Dr. Dave!!!! eh! 
  

11:55  Comment From dj   

So long for now...eh?! 
  

11:55  Comment From Carol in WMD   

God speed to you and your family. 
  

11:55  Comment From David in VA   

Dang, I should have invested in some Kleenex stock. 
  

11:55 

 Comment From Diane in Waterloo, ON   

Safe travels Dave and family. Hope you don't have to dodge snow plows on your road trip north. Eh 

  

11:56 

 Comment From Cathy in Nevada   

If it wasn't for your excellent care of Buddy and the Rock Stars, CN would not exist. Thank you! 
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11:56 

 

Comment From Pat, NJ   

I need to be walloped with a wet noodle for forgetting Dr. Dave was going to be here for his farewell meeting with 

us. Let me add my best wishes for your future endeavors and know that you will be dearly missed by all of us here 

in Critter Nation. Got tons of scrolling back to do! 
  

11:56  Comment From Texas Gal   

Thanks for spending time with us! See you soon! Safe travels :) 
  

11:56 

 Comment From CarolinaGirl❤🐻   

We will be watching for Gopher Dave to pop up on the Discussion! So long for now. ❤ 

  

11:56 

 Comment From Deb in PA   

Ah, so glad I got here in time to see Dr. Dave on chat! Wishing you all the best! 

  

11:56 
 
Comment From Lydia from PA/VA 🐦ʕ•́ᴥ•̀ʔ   

Okay..now the tears come. I cannot even begin to imagine the flood at WCV. Thank YOU for everything Dr. Dave. 

You are a special, genuine and kind hearted person. And pretty smart and skilled too :D 
  

11:56  Comment From Cathy in Nevada   

Safe travels - please do keep in touch! 
  

11:57  Comment From Linda in SC   

God bless you for everything you have done. 
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11:57 

 

Dr. Dave:  

Where's my Kleenex? 

 

11:57  Comment From Jackie in CA   

Wishing you the best in your new adventure, Dr. Dave! 
  

 


